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At Moellhausen S.p.A. Customer Satisfaction and Quality Culture are an integral part of our
Corporate Business Principles.

Quality Culture is the driving force behind Moellhausen's excellence and the excellence of
all of our partners, regulating the integration of each internal function with a dynamic whole
of individuals with diverse - but synergic - skills and goals.
Moellhausen S.p.A. is an outstanding ltalian company that globally manufactures and
distributes industrial raw materials and specialty chemicals fully in compliance with ltalian
and European law and applying in the commercial exchanges the rules established in the
United Notions Convention on Controcts for the lnternotional Sole of Goods (Vienna L980).
Moellhausen's activity operates with a broad sense of responsibility towards our customers,
the people that work with us, and the environment, which provides the used raw materials.
Moellhausen is committed to meet customer requests ensuring:
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products with high standards of Quality and Safety fully in compliance with Customer
and applicable statutory and regulatory requirements;
on time deliveries
creativity and flexibility consistent with the idea of product defined and needs of the
market;

Moellhausen is reviewing systematically Objectives and Policy to maintain them updated
and to guide the Company towards excellence through a process of Continuous
lm provement.
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